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Exact Energy-Guided Diffusion Sampling How to Estimate the Exact Energy Guidance? Application: Offline Reinforcement Learning

To perform diffusion sampling, the required score function is:

desired score pretrained score energy guidance

where             satisfies

Key Observation: Intermediate energy functions                are completely 

determined by the data distribution 𝑞(𝑥) and the energy function               at time 0.

Theorem 1. The intermediate score functions satisfies:  

We cannot use arbitrary intermediate energy guidance!

Intractable: log-expectation-exp

The exact diffused energy is hard to estimate due to the log-expectation-exp form:

We propose Contrastive Energy Prediction (CEP): a training objective for learning the 
exact intermediate energy guidance
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Learn to predict the energy of clean data:

Contrastive (infoNCE) loss

Theorem 2. For all 𝐾 >  1, The optimal guidance model satisfies

Contrastively predict the energy

Compute                    may be numerically unstable, so we normalize the energy for each batch: 

The optimal policy of constrained policy optimization in offline RL satisfies:

• We train a diffusion model 𝜇𝜃(𝑎|𝑠) to imitate the behavior policy 𝜇(𝑎|𝑠).

• We train a Q-net as an energy function to sample from the optimal policy.

• We use the proposed CEP method to train another diffused Q-network to 

estimate the energy guidance term when performing guided sampling:

where 

• The training objective for the diffused Q-network is.

• We use DPM-solver to accelerate the sampling precedure

D4RL evaluations:

Energy guidance demonstration on images

(hue value, computed by Hue-

Saturation-Intensity (HSI) 

decomposition)

A toy example: color guidance

desired distribution data distribution

energy function in data space

Suppose we have pretrained a diffusion model to fit data distribution             .We’d 

like to sample from an edited distribution defined by an energy function:

A 2-D example: Comparison of CEP with other unexact energy guidance methods

The form of             is general and actually stems from constrained optimization:

Connection between CEP and Classifier Guidance

If              =                          and              : 

The training objective in Theorem 2 becomes:

Compare within dataClassifier Guidance:

Classify conditions
• CEP is essentially based on info-NCE, Classifier Guidance is an cross entrophy objective.

• Both can guarantee exact guidance, but CEP can be generalized to cases with no conditioning 
variables (energy functions).
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